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Neo4j's Educator Program offers Graph Data Modeling course slides, tutorials, and community support. Graph database provider Neo4j announced Thursday the launch of its educator program for accredited non-profit institutions, K-12 schools, and universities. The program provides educators, both new and experienced
with graphs, with resources to teach students to make the most of the connected data. Neo4j's educator program aims to provide future developers and data scientists with the tools they need to enter the field, it said. SEE: To build a successful data scientist career (FREE PDF) (TechRepublic) Data scientists have
occupied no 1st place on Glassdoor's Best Jobs in America list for the past four years. The popularity of these professionals is expected to only increase: By 2020, the number of jobs for U.S. data professionals will increase by 28%, according to IBM Quant Crunch: demand for data science skills is disrupting the market
ratio of jobs. Educators will receive free license and installation of Neo4j Desktop for laboratory and student devices, as well as free resources and teaching materials. These resources include Intro to Neo4j slides course, which is more than seven hours of slides and guided exercises in the form of modules, graphic data
modeling of course slides, and access to the Neo4j community support site. With Neo4j Desktop, students can learn to manage, create, and interact with graphical databases that provide information about different data sets. Academic institutions, including California State University, Los Angeles; and Rice University
have already taken interest in the neo4j curriculum of graphic databases. An introduction to the databases is not complete without graphical databases, said Risa Myers, an assistant professor at Rice University, in the press release. At Rice we believe that today's students need to know more than the relational model to
be competitive. Adding content about graphical databases to the curriculum arouses interest and excitement. Even beginner database users benefit from exploring connected data. Educators interested in the program can sign up or learn more by visiting Neo4j For more, see install graphical databases to get the most
benefits on TechRepublic. We deliver the most important news about companies, people and products that revolutionize the planet. Delivered Daily Sign up today, also see Skip to the main contentHome Family Carpentry Skills Handyman Pro-quality finish work is much easier with the right tools and doesn't have to be
expensive. Check out the list of a master-hand carpenter must have and power tools. By DIY Experts of the Handyman Family you might also like: TBDOverviewMeet a proJerome worm has been a carpenter trim for more than 25 years. He has installed thousands of doors and many miles of base and casing, and shows
no fear when facing a curved pipe or an ornate surround fireplace. In my 20 years as I've become pretty good at haircut work. But working with my friend Jerome makes me feel like a beginner. It manages to combine speed and perfection in a way that few carpenters can match. That's why I asked him for advice on the
mowers. Look what he told me... Brad nailerFeatures to lookWhether you use a finish or a Brad cuiler, you will occasionally hit something heavy (such as a drywall screw) that will cause the gun to jam. This gun allows you to clean the jams just by opening the magazine. Others have a fast-releasing nose. Without these
options, you need to disassemble the nose piece. Some exhaust patterns through the handle, away from the walls and the siathe. Before leaving the store, check if the gun comes with a coupling. A lot of people don't. If it comes with a swivel coupling, buy a non-pivoting version. Jerome says he's never encountered a
swivel coupling that doesn't leak. A fir nail is a small, lightweight tool that shoots weak 18-gauge fir nails, which are ideal for thin siet. A good selection of cheap, brand-name weapons are available at home centers and online. Before you buy, check the maximum length of the tree. Many models shoot brads ranging from
5/8 inches to 2 inches long, but some max to 1-1/4 inches. Finish nailerFeatures to lookCuiers finish come in two shapes. On some, the magazine is parallel to the handle. On others, it's tilted. Angled is the way to go. It's easier to get into tight places. A weapon with a fixed exhaust port can leave oily stains on the wall.
An adjustable port allows you to straighten the exhaust away from the wall. The weapon should countersinc nails without leading them so deep that they split the asian or blast right through. The crude way to control depth is to adjust the pressure to the compressor. A better way is to get a gun with a deep dial on your
nose. For the asian that is 3/4 inch thick or more, you need a 15- or 16-gauge finish nails, which shoots fatter, longer nails (up to 2-1/2 inches). A nail finish is also good for hanging doors and installing windows and jamb extensions. Before you buy a gun, make sure that the nails it needs are widely available, not just at a
store on the other end of town. Small compressors are quite largeLight is better A small compressor, easy can handle cutting work as easily as a larger, heavier model, and is easier to transport. Compressor tipIf you buy a small compressor, keep the box and molded foam packaging. You can throw the compressor (and
accessories) into the truck bed or back seat and it won't flip over on these hairpin spins. For most trim jobs, there is no reason to lug around a compressor that weighs 40 or 50 lbs. There are a lot of options in the range of 20 And that's big enough to keep up with a single man trim crew. A small compressor can even
power a large framing nail if you give the compressor a few seconds to catch up after three to five shots. Almost perfect air hosePolyurethane vs rubber Air hosesPolyurethane are simply better than those made of rubber or PVC. They're just as tough, but a lot lighter. Light. beautiful when working from a ladder). Besides,
don't leave those ugly marks on the walls when you rip them around the corner. The downside is that poly hoses can be gangly, tangly and hard to roll. Odd-job solutionIoscillatory cutterYou'll never know how much you need an oscillating tool until you try one. It is handy for a litany of projects, including the edieta. The



blade glides nicely behind the trim to cut stubborn nails, so you can remove the trim without splitting it. It also allows you to nicely cut shims-none of the slipping or cracking you sometimes with the utility knife method. Jerome likes to hang a bunch of doors and then run to cut them. It's almost fun. The grinding pad is
good for trim work too, especially inside corners and around the balustrades. Pry barMust have hand toolThere are a hundred types of prying bars out there, but this is the only one in Jerome's tool bag. What makes it unique is that the curve at the claw is less than 90 degrees. With this gentle bending, Jerome can slip
the claw behind the base trim below and pull off the trim without damaging the wall above the trim. This indiscreet bar (Hyde 45600, available through our affiliation with Amazon.com) is also a favorite of painters, so look for it in paint aisle, at paint stores or online. Odd angle calculatorCapture anglePay the gauge around
the corner and tighten the nut to block the angle. Match the angleCheck the angle using the miter saw. Divide this number in half and add or drop from 45 degrees to get the perfect miter angle. The bevelled gauge has been around for thousands of years (yes or take a millennium), and the beauty of the instrument is its
simplicity. It has a lot of uses per trim job, but the most common use by far is to do with a corner that is way out of the square. A basic gauge is cheap and will last a lifetime. Terrible trim carderWork surfaceThe flat carder top is perfect for small jobs would be cutting. Wide supportAdditional width and load capacity make
the scale stable enough for scaffolding. A 3-foot ladder is perfect for cutting work. This height puts you right where you need to be for the casting crown or provides a perfect work surface for the job would be coping. This robust model (Werner TW373-30, available through our affiliation with Amazon.com) is a whopping
30 inch wide, so it also makes a great sawhorse or supports scaffolding planks. In addition, it has steps on both sides. Grinding on the spotWhat's with the gunk? It's the wooden glue that has built over the years. Jerome closes the bottle by pushing the bag cap. , but effective. Cutting wood works produce sharp edges
and splinters that need to be smoothed into a or another. Some people like sanding sponges, but Jerome prefers a grinding disc with 100 gravel, bent in half. It is heavier than regular sandpaper, does not eat valuable tool bag space and does not break on sharp edges the way the sponges do. Take a five-disc pack from
any home center. Nail SetsIt takes twoJerome always wear nail set with a small tip. It is good for setting nails with large heads and makes a good center punch to create starting holes for hinge screws. But a small set of nails slips off the ends of the brads, so Jerome also wears a larger nail set; one with a concave tip
that hangs on small fir heads. Rubber-covered nail sets give you better grip and, more importantly, bright colors are easy to notice when you leave them stretched. The tools you need for this project You have the tools for this DIY project aligned before you start- you'll save time and frustration. Air Compressor Air
HoseBrad nail gunCoping sawNail setPry barSafety glassesStepdder You will also need a finish nails, an oscillating tool and an angle measure. Materials needed for this project Avoid last-minute shopping trips with all materials prepared in advance. Here's a list. Grinding discs with adhesive support Wood adhesive
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